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Chapter 5

How We Lived.

We lived very uncomfortably in the store rooms sleeping on boxes with no facilities

whatsoever.

The photograph is of the author with the billet in the background that was to be his home

for the next year. There was only the slichtest of shade on the com)Sated inn roof which

had no insulation between it and the occupants.

There was no senior officer to refer to and our

HQ was in Moascar some 20 miles away. We had

no transport and were paid when a civilian, a

retired officer, came out at odd intervals to pay us

in cash Ggxptian Pounds and piastres: or Ackers

to us). We were relatively well off as we received

about an extra 1 1 shillings a week active service

allowance with nothing to spend it on. I was able

to send lO shillings a week to my sister to put in a

Post Office savings account. Trl those days the

Egyptian pound was worth £1 and sixpence

sterling and so an acker was roughly the equiyalent of the modem penny_

Our personal requirements, other than fhod, were satisfied by a truck appearing once a

forfuight and the driyer taking an order to the NAAFT for delivery on his next visit. Our

orders were made up mainly of beer and cigarettes. The driver was in the RASC and a

Geordie national serviceman w]'th one of the haadest Genrdie accents that I have heard.

For all of the time he came to the plant we understood yery little of what he said_

As summer reached its heicht the conditions in the comlgated iron-roofied billet became

almost unbearable, day or nicht- Our sxpply of cool water was from a 6chatti' outside of

the door of the billet. The chatti was a large earfhenwalle Pot Ofahout 4 ga«ons capacity

which kept cool by the eyaporation of the water seaping slowly through the side of the

vessel: quite eflieient oeally. The water out of the taps, lwhieh were situated for filling the

camel and mule tanks, was at best warm and at times hot. There was no intemal water
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supply; no taps or basins and so we drank beer most of the time. Tlle beer Was nearly

always of the lager type such as 6Stella', 6Heinekens' and an ned brewery in Scotland

with a castle on the label: Tennants I think Infrequently we had beer from S]monds,

Farsous and Cisk, brewers in Malta.

Sandsto-s created by the cKhamsin, 1 [l I were always a

nuisance as the sand penetrated ever)nwhere; even into

toothpaste tubes. As the billet only had wire mesh instead

of glass windous one would wake up in the moming

with a fine coating of dust all over the bedclothes, one,s

face and hair and the complete billet, The givotograph

shows how the sand filled the air and the bowing of the

tent roof the ferocity of the wind: it was like being sands

blasted if one was out in it. Visibility was reduced to a

few yards even wearing goggles and the temperature of

the wind was like opening an oven door.

The sand also played havce with the machinery, blocking air filters and getting in the

lubricants if one was not careful..

lhThen the storm al)ated the sky remained quite red fro days due to the suspended sand at

thousands of feet in the air.

Rain was something we never saw, or at least only once when it rained for atut a

minute. We all nlshed out into it and did not get wet even.

The nights were relatively cold, summer and winter. lhmen see]'ng to the plant in the night

there would often be a mist ahout t\nenty or so fleet above one. I assume that the cold air

of the night condensed the water evaporating off the

wa- Sweet Water Canal beside us creating a mist.

Tt was at night that one came across 6piads' ¢eral

Dogs) scavenging in the plant. They would appear

silently and we would warily walk around each

other without a sound: quite eerie really. Normally

one heard the constant yelping and baying from

outside the plant at night.

I blowing for abollt 50 days a year. Temperatures of this wind at
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Maintaining Dceney

There was no facility for bathing or showen'ng (see photoglxph Of lrmither having a bath

on the above) and so we made our oum shower in a rather ingenious way. we constructed

a cormgated iron shed near the small National waterLcoOled diesel motor. Piping was

then plumbed in from the shed to the outkeft side of the coo]ingjackct of the motor fitting

a valve on the no-al outlet to A;Wert the heated water to the shower heat. This

arrangement, with judicious manipulation of the valves, gave a good supply of hot water

for showering without the motor overheating. For shaving we used the water from the

stand pipes used for filling camel- and -le-tanks. As the stand pipes vyere well above

ground and in the sun the first flow of water was like using a normal hot water tap.
Our next prchlem was washing our clothes: not that we wore very much. There was a

supply of lime mortar for repairing the walls of the tanks with which we were chle to

constmct a contraption for heating water in an old oil dmm in which we could heat our

clothes. See photograph above. The method of heat;ng was by use of diesel and water

ae*:ifeis-,

dripping in the richt proportions on

to a hot plate and being fired. once it

had been fired combustion continued

until the fuel supply was removed. A

small iron tube was used as chimney

to remove any unbumed diesel. Tt

was very successful and our Khaki

Drill was always clean but perhaps a

bit colourless. We leaned to starch

our uniform in the Egyptian fashion

of taking a mouthful of starch sxpension into one's mouth and spraying it over the

clothes as one ironed with a flat iron.

Toilets were ofa primitive t)pe, Deep Trench IJatrineS. A deep hole dug and a

breezeblcek stnlcture built around for some privacy with tlrm hack to back wooden

planks with holes in separated by a breezeblcek wall The whole lot white washed and
was quite reasonable except at nicht when the whole seating arcs was covered jn

cockroaches that disappeared whh a nlstling sound when a light was shone. one can now

understand why the locals stood on the seat to use it. Later there was a WC constructed as

we had plenty of water.



Our webbing was not blancoed as we had none; it was scmbbed with a solution of

sodium h)pochlorite lwhich bleached it \white. Other

troops thoughi that we were police or something when we

went elsewhere.

In those early days we had only mess tins to eat out of.

These were cleaned by rubb]-ng sand in them until they

were really shiny. All in all we were left to our orrm

devices and ingenuity to try and live a clean and healthy

life.

In the midst of all of this squalor it was decided by the

powers-that-be that we would have an equipment inspection just like in the banacks at
home. We had to lay out all of our gear as though we had a bed to make a bed block (See

photograph): how ludicrous.
Note the Greatcoat that was never used on top of the blankets. Tn the left hand comer the

edge of the sandbag protective wall around the deer to the billct can be seen

Attack ky Egypthns
The plant was attacked twl'ce by some group of insurgents or other. There was more noise

than an]thing it seemed to me, with everybody firing at an]thing that lroved outside the

camp. Flares were fired from mortars which seemed to illuminate us more lhan the

enemy. During one such attack we were firing froing out over the sweet water canal

when a young officer from the unit guarding us noticed that the lamp for obsendng

alditions to the raw lhrater on the settling tank was shining brightly above and behind us.

He ordered one of our men to get up there and switch it off. As it would have meant

climbing up the metal ladder and walking aenoss with the light behind hin we told the

officer tINot ******* likely. You do it and get shot!se He did not argue and redjsed jt was

a stupid order and said nothing more-

One incident that amazed us Was not an ataCk but theft. As previously stated the camp

was surrounded by a loft barbed-wire fence with rolls ofDannet wire outside of that.

During one nI'ght all Of thiS Was eat th"Igh and the belts from the motors and Pumps

were removed. They were so heavy that a camel lras brought in to take them away,

indicated by the camel tracks into and out of the camp found in the moming, How they

managed it with the guard pafrolling the perinneter I have no idea.
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Later when the Eg)ptian wokers had retumed Zahgloul, a torn Egxp¢ian, came to me

and said that somebody was cutting dorm a telegtaph pole just outside the perimeter. I

grabbed my rifle and rushed up to the firing point on the high point of the plant and there
was an Arab happily cutting the pole with an are. Zchgloul said (.Go on, shoot him". I

replied €No!" He egged me on saying f'go off. Once again I replied in the negative and

merely said ''Oy: stop thatco and the Arab tumed around and went quite pale (for an Arab)

and stopped; Zahgloul having followed up my chout with a load of Arabic |which I found

out later that intimated that I was going to choot him if he moved, We got the chap into

the plant and called for the MPs and left it to them.

Efations

We were not 'lssued with rations. We depended upon the troops guarding us to fed us. As

there was not a cook among the platoon or so of troops guarding us the cooking was

pretty dismal. Ever)thing was tinned or dehydrated, including all vegetab)es and meat.
Cooking \ras by pressulsed diesel bumers shooting a flame under trivets on which fairly

large containers of water were ptaoed. As the water `unrmed up (which took a long time)

dehydrated vegetable was put in. The vegetable that lcolnd the worst was the cabbage as

the dry, dark green lcaflwiggled and gradually became limp as it took up water. Potato

was always €Pomme,, a detrydrated mashed potato, which came out as a glutinous mess

extremely effective as a glue for sticking pin+lps in the billet. I think that the worst was

the tinned bacon, which had been standing in the sun for days, and then dished out-

Liquid fat came out first followed by some pink sfu'ps ofmcat and r]-nd ratheI. like a Piece

ofbrorm cord. We were thankful when Machonicies tirmed meat and vegetable stew was

on the menLl. After meals we had ajob cleaning our mess tins to get the grease off: sand

was the only answer.

Things Impmve

One day a chap in civilian clothing} a

shooting suit tapped with a deerstalker hat,

appeared at the plant and asked to see the

person in charge. By that time I had. by
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default succeeded to that position: still as a lance co]poral fry this time I was l9 yens

old). On asking what he wanted he info-ed me that he would like to take some mule and

camel tanks for evaluation. On being asked why I should let him have any he said that he

was respons'lble for the area but not in command ofus2[21 and his trcops would be going

out into the desert on a scheme and the tanks would be fro water. I invited him into the

billet to sign for some tanks. I asked his name and he replied acperey,. and I sat.a xperey

what?', He then enlightened me that he was Brigrdier Heber-Perry of the Welsh Curds

in Mareth Lines just dorm the road to lshmailia and that he came in civilian clothing as

we were not under his command. Seeing how we lived he asked if there was anything that

he could do for us. We asked for beds, plates and some s]rorting equlpnent. He I.ndicated

that he would put his €Fenets in' doum in Moascar to gce something. The very next day

we had beds, tin plates and a datboand and later a fable tennis table.

In the photograph above to the right is the large seding rank and in the centre the guard

room tent wh)'ch was not best situated as there were mosquitoes jn that arcs from the

discharge of sediment from the settling tank creating a stagnant pool. This was ideal for

mosquito larvae to hatch and the guards snen found out.

We were then invaded by a troop ofpeaple with cans of DDT strapped to their hoks

spraying everything in a choking mist ofI)DT.

We obtained a gramophone from somewhere and were alble to play records of Kay Starr

and Theresa Brewer and some odd F,g)ptian music. Gramophone needles ve could not

get but found that needles from the cacttls plant outside the billet did very well.
Most of the entertainment was playing cards and dr.nking until we were atle to leave

carp (See photograph).

It was interesting at this time as the staff

changed and we were even joined by a

couple of RAF chaps who, one must admit,

did not fit in well with the type of work

required. I often wonder whether we were

eventually used as a place to gce rid of

servI'ce men that were not wanted i» their

units otherwise why a couple of RAF chaps

2[2]  We came Lmder Headquarters British Troops Egypt with our command miles away and  never saw
them.
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to be under an a-y IJ/Cpl? We had one Sapper from the RE, bom in Tiger Bay of

Maltese e2rfuactiOn Who maintained that he could not bend his index finger on the right

hand. He had used this as a means of being excused most of the normal duties of a

soldier. He could not fire a rifle as he could not pull the trigger with his index finger..

could not march on parade as he would be noticed with a finger sticking out and so on'

He kept this up even when dealing and chuffing cards, washing and shaving and any

non-military functions. On the day of his compledon of service he was able to bend his

index fmger without trouble! He had maintained the lwhole charade for two years to be

excused certain duties.

Eventually} when the situation eased and gLlardS Were not needed, arrangements Were

made for us to eat tiffm (lunch) at the Beds & Herts Camp, whether through the good

offices ofBrigalier Hcher-Penny I do not know. It was a couple of miles walk across the

desert and we were therefore hot and sweaty \when we arrived and the first mug of tea

made us s"reat even more lwhich tumed our K.D a darker brmrm. Once again the food was

pretty grim although much bener than we had becone accustomed to. Two things stick in
my mind: butter placed on the table. It was tinned Near Zealand butter from the cold

room, the tin cut in half and left on the table. In the heat it had melted and consisted ofa

yellowish, curdled deposit below a layer of light brorm oil. Cinejust poured it on the
breed. The other was a couple of slices of bread containing a c'lgaretteund Sliced through.

with this arangement we were atle to demand rations for other meals as we were on

shift work. we did well out of this beca|Ise the COOkhouSe received only bulk sLLPPlieS. I

remember having a 14 lb tin ofjam and when we aslnd for some porridge Oats that Came

in 28 lb bags. We also got a Plinus stove from somewhere and once we fried a vast

amount of onions in oliye oil and chee in a baller (from the boat) for a pan: really enjoyed

that. I suppose it was the fret flesh vegetable that we had for months.

Venturing out of the Plant.

one has to reaLise that the word €venturing' in the above subtitle is not inconeCt. The

situation in the years 195l to I 953 was very dangerous for individuals or small groups Of

men. The Muslin Brotherhood, Alndliary Police and some of the Eg)givian Army were

committed to Jihad against the British and apfoedy associated with them. They were

cormitted to munrder and torfu|re and the most e)demo forms ofmndlation, which I will
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not go into. lhThether it was to prat fear into the troops or lwhcther it was an innate

barbarism I am tmable to fathom,

h this way some 500 service men spread over all arms of the services were murdered in

this period: Service Corps and the Engineers sustaining heavy casualties as they were

more often on detachment.

We fist ventured at nicht to the camp some two rfules from us that housed the Beds and

Herds Regiment to visit the NAAFI canteen. We were all armed with one round cup the

spout, ready for anybody and vent clattering up the road to the camp that was off the

main road. We male as much noise as possible and talked loudly so that the British

guards would not be too quick to shoot. At that camp one soldier had chat his colleague
who was on gLlard with him lwhen he Suddenly apPmached Silently On the Sand. lhthen

told to stop and put our hands up we responded immediately and with some reliefentered

the camp and spent time in the canteen.

Going back to the plant was a worrying

trip as well. We only did this a few times

because it was too wearing on the nerves

walking back on a pitch black nicht with

the possibility of attackers approaching

soundlessly over the sands. Travelling

on the roads was dangerous as there was

always the possibility of wire being

stretched across the road at head height.

Despatch riders were the major victims

of this t)pe of terrorism although the

open all Jeep suffered similarly.  To

overcome this, Jeeps had a vertical piece

of angle iron welded to the front to catch

the wire.

Brigadier Heber-Percy paid us another visit to see how things had improved and indicated

that the foasis' across the road from us had a reputation of women being there and, in a

fatherly way) told us to be careful. This immediately made us interested and we mere an

explotatory trip one lunch time. It was all a groundless mmour.

This was when we met Jack, Helen and Mchamed. fact was not sure at first whether he

should welcome us or not but I think that the thought ofeaming some money overcame
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his fear of any reprisals. The photograph above shows the author with Jack and Helen

some weeks later Note that the belt and galters are bleached lwhjte as mentioned

previously. From thence on the Oasis was a regular part of our life. We could get fresh
egg and chips and Jack would get some Stella beer and at odd times some rum from

Alexandria: Negro's Head if I remember correctly. There was no entertainment, other

than chatting up Helen; it was only ever the small grolIP from the Plant until much later in

1952.

One evening in the Oasis lwhere we had had a few bears, a patrol from the unit (Aithome

troops) guarding the plant came in and also had some beer. I left and went back to the

plant and nobody came to the gate so I climbed over and was then anested for breaking
IN to camp by the colponal of the guard who was hiding near the gate. I was taken to the

guard tent and anested for €breaking into camp' by the guard commander. I mere my

pmtestatious about nobody coming to the grte and he said that he was short of men as a

patrol had to go out. lhThen I asked whether the patrol reffrod to was the one drinling in
the Oasis his attitude immediately changed and offered me a mug of tea and some

biscuits and assumed me that he would not press changes and of course it was all a big

misunderstanding. I just said Tine and I won,I mention the patroI', and went to bed.

Many years later in England after playing cricket we were chatting in the pub and the

subject of the Canal Zone erppped xp and I reedled the story. One of the players said that

he remembered the incident as he \ras on guard that night and saw me marched off to the

guard tent: a ana]l world.

We obtained a boat

from somewhere but

for the life of me

cannot remember

where. This we used

for short forays up

the canal to nearly the next village but never met the locals as they were very suspicious

of us: we were not too happy about meeting them either under the circumstances

prevailing at the time.
The boat lras named, of course, Doris Day and we had quite a bit offun in it. The

photoglaph right chows the boat and 'Biff, the anther and Stan-



This photograph above shows IIarry, Stan, Biffand Bill on the uptumed host on the canal

bank. Stan and Bill were RF.hAI, the other t\ro RE: This was before some were replaced

with RAF.

The boat was once used at night in hagic cit"mstance. At around midnight a distraught

soldier appeared at the plant gate asking for help. Ththen he was able to talk he said that

his mate had gone to swim across the canal but never made it. It appeand that they had

been drinking and thought that there `ras somewhere else of interest across the canal. we

thought that he may have her cramp die to drink and sank. We got the host out and took

an Eg)ptian worker with us to the place where the chap was last seen. Already there were

some local people there and we got them to dive looking for the soldier. After many d]'ves

one local surfroed with the body but as we were shining a torch it lit the face of the dent

soldier which was close to the local's face_ He let ollt a yell and released the body again-

It was soon recovered and by that time the Military Police had arrived and took

command. We went back to the plant_

The Concert Trip

Frankie Howard and Shani Wallase came out to entertain the froops and we scrounged a

l5 cut Dodge to go and see them de\un at EI Firdan in an open air cinema. We had no

works ticket for the truck and the lights did not work that well but we got there and

enjoyed the show. Ever after that I had lot of time for Howard as he lras one of the few

who came out to the back of beyond for us. On the way hack the lights on the tmck kept

going on and offend we eventually ran into the back of an Eg)ptian lorry that was packed
on the road without fights. The lorry confained a vast pile ofearthen`rare piping which

was hanging pedlously over us as the load had shifted with the impact of us from behind.

Our driver and cordriver were lucky that the cab lcas an open one as they were flung out,

one on the desert and the other on the road. There was more damage to the passengers in

the back as we were thro`un to the front of the vehicle. I was lucky with just bmises but

three others were nut so lucky dy one sustaining a fractured skull, another a broken jaw

and the third a brcken arm. I went to the GIIardS Camp at Marcth IJines to get them tO get

an ambulance to take the wounded to hoapital and the rest to the plant. Iater we visited

them in hospital where they were quite happy as there were some QARANC nurses there.

The Military Pot.lee came and interrogated us the next day but nothing ever came ofit-

We heard sometime later that the Egyptian tmck drivers took the blame for heing

stationary on the mad without ]ichts. Nothing was ever said about any works ticket being

missing.
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Not long after this I developed a nasty infieetion in the sinuses and had to be hospitalised

for some days in 5 Field Amhalance where I had injections ofpenici"n in my bottom

every 4 hours for three or four days. My exjamas were a mass of yellow blotches

(Acraflavine) with a red spot ®lood) in the middle.

I suppose there were about 5 patients with nothing to do and when we said we wanted

something to do we were given a window ofanti-fly w1-re netting tO CIcan: Each hole in

the mesh to be cleaned with a pin.

A Taste of Civilisation

The Royal Engineers Band came out to Moascar and two of us were taken in for a church

parade. We were ]'ssued with a complete new Khaki Drill and tailors came and measured
us and by the afemcon her failored them all to flt perfectly. The evening of our arrival

there was a dance held for all ranks with music provided by the RE band. Tt was held in

one of the military clubs with  waiters all over the place dressed in the usual white

Gallabyya with a red cummethund and red fez, or tarbooch: all very smart. We had a table

reserved for us by the retired officer `who used to come out to the plant to pay us. I think

he must have had a soft spot for us because there were other officers' wives on the same

table. Tt was the first time that we had apoken to women for about 9 months. Luckily I

had ]eamed ballroom dancing in Germany \when at school and was able to dance with

each of then more than onee during the evening: A really good time. We slant the night

on the floor in a lance, hare hall with ahout another hundred men. The church parade was

through Moasear to the Garrison Church where I blrmped into a school friend who had

passed throuch Sandhurst and was now a Tjeutenant in the Aifoome Royal Engineers. He
was not best pleased when I grabbed hold of his Sam Bro\rme from behind and said tHi

there, Creech,: understandable really, me being a Junior NCO.

Ismailia

lhThen the situation eased a bit we mere a

foray into the fleshpots of lsmailia. At this

time Tsmallia was out of hounds from 6 in

the evening until 6 the next moming but

one of our group \who had liyed with his

family in Tsmallia before the trouble had

organised a party for the evening. The party



was arranged through Nick the Greek, ouner of €'John,s Bar,, who set it up in his flat.

The photograph is of(I to I) Harry, the author, Stan, Bill and a new RAF chap. Abdu

Amin Asekir is sitting in front. This was taken prior to our trip to lsmailia

We am'ved in the aftemcon and as I had ro sportsjackct went to buy one. There was not

one that fitted €offthe peg, but was told that there was no difflculty. I was measured,

marks made on the jacket which was given to a young led who rushed off to the tailor

whilst I was given tea to drink. Within three quaters of an hour I had a perfectly fitting

jacket'
As there was a curfew from 6 pm and the party did not stan until about 8 we had to go to

John's Bar, run by Nick the Gnek (which was out of bounds to servicemen) and have a

flew beers. Some Military Police came into the room to have a look around bLlt Nick and

his friend stated chatting animatedly to us in Greek (of which we understood not a word)

and they passed us by. As at least t`ro of us were fairdaired with blue eyes I wondered

about the chservational powers of the Police.

lhThen we got to the flat we were let in and ushered into the lounges and told to get the

beer from the bathroom. The hath was layered with ice and full of beer hott]es and soft

drinks etc.

We spent the night drinking and dancing to a gramochone with mainly Glleek music. One

of our chaps could not dance and I can remember one of the women saying £what, not

even a passe doble' I

We left in the moming after 6 \hth what transport I have no idea.

It always surprises me how we were left on our orm and did as we pleased* such as the

various jaunts we made from the plant] but never was there any fault found3[3] in our

working of the plant. It was rea»y a most importantjob; water hiTlg absolute)y necessary

for the well being of the troops_ I suppose there was an inherent sense of duty in the men

of that day and a wick to just get on with the job to the best of their abilities.

3[3]  There was one complaint dLlring the Nile floods.  An officer froln some camp came to complain that
the water. in tllejugS On the lneSS table Was haay.  We showed him tIle Clear Outgoing Water and Suggested
he look at their water tank.
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